We investigated cooperative problem solving in unrelated pairs of the cooperatively breeding cottontop tamarin, Saguinus oedipus, to assess the cognitive basis of cooperative behaviour in this species and to compare abilities with other apes and monkeys. A transparent apparatus was used that required extension of two handles at opposite ends of the apparatus for access to rewards. Resistance was applied to both handles so that two tamarins had to act simultaneously in order to receive rewards. In contrast to several previous studies of cooperation, both tamarins received rewards as a result of simultaneous pulling. The results from two experiments indicated that the cottontop tamarins (1) had a much higher success rate and efficiency of pulling than many of the other species previously studied, (2) adjusted pulling behaviour to the presence or absence of a partner, and (3) spontaneously developed sustained pulling techniques to solve the task. These findings suggest that cottontop tamarins understand the role of the partner in this cooperative task, a cognitive ability widely ascribed only to great apes. The cooperative social system of tamarins, the intuitive design of the apparatus, and the provision of rewards to both participants may explain the performance of the tamarins.
A wide variety of cooperative behaviour has been described in animals, including nest building, territory defence, alliance formation, mutual hunting and cooperative infant care. Cooperative behaviour is assumed to evolve through kin selection, reciprocal altruism or mutualism (Hamilton 1964; Trivers 1971) . But, as noted by Tomasello & Call (1997) and Mendres & de Waal (2000) , we have little experimental evidence of the mechanisms by which cooperation develops. In addition, there is interest in knowing whether nonhuman animals have the cognitive skills to understand that their actions depend upon the actions of another individual. What appears to be cooperation may be simply an epiphenomenon of animals being mutually attracted to the same resources without an understanding of the task.
Boesch & Boesch (1989) described four levels of cooperation ranging from engaging in similar actions on the same prey but without coordination in space and time (similarity), to synchronous action towards the same prey (synchrony), to both spatial and temporal behavioural coordination (coordination) to performing different, but complementary, actions directed towards the same prey (collaboration). Based on observations of group-hunting behaviour of chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes, in Tai Forest, Boesch & Boesch (1989) concluded that their chimpanzees displayed a higher degree of coordination and collaboration than chimpanzees at other sites and than seen in other species. However, in the field it is difficult to know exactly how cooperation develops and what the chimpanzees comprehend about the role of their companions when they engage in cooperative hunting. Formal, experimental studies of apes and monkeys have attempted to understand how cooperation develops and whether animals understand their role and that of their partners in displays of cooperation. Savage-Rumbaugh et al. (1978) trained two chimpanzees, Sherman and Austin, in complementary roles to obtain a single food reward: informant and operator. These chimpanzees learned both tasks and were successful regardless of role. The operator occasionally shared food with the informant. Chalmeau (1994; Chalmeau & Gallo 1996) developed an apparatus requiring simultaneous pulling of handles 3 m apart to obtain a single fruit reward. Two of six chimpanzees, the dominant male and an infant female, learned to pull the handles simultaneously. Both pulled less often when no fruits were visible 
